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Logline:

• … To redeem her master’s 
honor, she must defeat his 
past…

Genre:

Martial Arts/Action/Drama



Synopsis:

Nicole was a streetwise punk from the streets of New York City who was abandoned by her parents at a very early age. And, as if running away

from foster homes wasn’t enough, Nicole got involved with violent gangs and lived a life of self destruction until she was taken in by a mysterious

man who only introduced himself as Mr. Man.

Mr. Man takes in the misguided youth and for the next several years he raises the troublesome Nicole and trains the teenager in the martial art

of Wing Chun Kung Fu until his sudden illness and death. Before his passing, Mr. Man left a letter to Nicole which told her to seek out and find

a man by the name of Sum Zhaowei in Guangzhou of mainland China.

Nicole arrives in Guangzhou but is turned away at the mere mention of her dead master's name. For many days Nicole survives on the streets

but due to lack of funds she is forced to sleep outside and has not eaten the whole time so when she tries to defend, from a group of gang members,

an elderly man who is walking with a child in the middle of the night. Nicole, being weakened by hunger and fatigue, ends up being saved by the

old man before passing out.

Upon her awakening, Nicole finds out the old man she tried to rescue was non other than Sum Zhaowei himself. Nicole also learned that Mr.

Man was not only a kung brother to Sum Zhaowei but that he was also excommunicated due to his creation of a gang which grew so violent that

Mr. Man was forced to escape to the United States to avoid prosecution.

Sum Zhaowei, not being one to hold a student responsible for the sins of her dead master, decides to take in Nicole into the kung fu family but

that doesn’t stop everyone else from showing their distrust and contempt towards the student of a traitor. As Nicole continues her training and

chores, she is lectured on the history of their school but her interest is mainly on the life of Yuan Kay San, one of the three heroes of Wing Chun,

and is also who’s  lineage of Wing Chun she’s studying. Nicole’s fascination with Yuan Kay San continues to grow as she learns more about

grandmaster’s battles both in and out of the kwoon but she is also fighting battles of her own: distrust from fellow students, language barriers,

an undercover police officer, and now the very gang her master created threatens the city.

From street urchin to town hero, this is a story of honor, sacrifice, forgiveness, and redemption. This is…

-The Legacy Of The Master-



… Children are not 
their parents, just as 
students are not their 
teachers. I will not hold 
you responsible for the 
actions of your 
master…



Series Arc 

Nicole struggles to regain the 

honor of her deceased kung 

fu master and have his name 

returned to the family lineage. 

Her master’s legacy brings 

the city of Guangzhou to its 

knees and it takes her and her 

master’s former comrades to 

save the city.

In a time of Guangzhou’s 

greatest weakness, 7 kung fu

masters have shown the 

people of the city their 

greatest strength… This is 

their story.

Series Info: 

 24 X :15

 Weekly release

 Multi-season storyline

 Budget $(?)/Ep

Possible Outlets: 

 Filmhub/Tubi/Netflix/Etc…

 Maker

 Fullscreen



Talent

And more…



Audiences will love Legacy Of The Master, the 

series, because it inhabits the essence of 

those who seek inspirational figures in times 

of crisis and it is catered to audiences of teen 

years and above. The talents are both new 

and veterans of the film industry as well as 

action film lovers world wide are very familiar 

with their works via their film or social media. I 

also seek to introduce fresh faces to the action 

film industry, which is something that is always 

embraced by all audiences as they seek new 

content in all platforms.
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